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TITLE:           EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT TRIAGE AND NURSES NOTES GUIDELINE (For Downtime Use Only) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PURPOSE: To provide concise, pertinent and accurate information on patients seen in the Emergency Department 

 (ED).  This is only to be used in the event of an EMR downtime, otherwise Triage documentation 

will take place in Firstnet. 

 

NATURE OF 

FORM:  Permanent 

 

RESPONSIBILITY: Emergency Department Triage:  (Page 1) Registered Nurse 

 Initial Observation: (Page 2 & 3)  Registered nurse 

 Nursing Notes: (Page 3-4)   Registered Nurse or Licensed Practical Nurse 

 

CONTENT: PROCEDURE:   

  

Emergency Dept. 

Triage & Nurses  

Note Form 

 

* Stamp date and time of patient’s arrival 

1. Check appropriate triage status according to 5-level triage as per the policy and assessment 

2. Check mode of arrival, write in name of squad and name of ALS who accompanied patient if 

applicable. 

3. Check  with whom patient arrived and write in name. 

4. Enter patient’s first and last name 

5. Check appropriate box for sex:  male or female 

6. Enter age 

7. Write in date of last tetanus shot; if patient not sure write unknown. 

8. Check appropriate boxes for treatment in progress on arrival, write in IV solution, size of 

catheter and location, O2 and any other treatment given. 

9. Check if patient is the informant/write in name if other than patient.    

10. Document patient’s chief complaint and any pertinent subjective information. 

11. Document objective findings. 

12. Document time of onset of symptoms. 

13. Document mechanism of injury, if illness check NA  

14. Weigh patient in kilograms and measure patient in centimeters and document 

15. Ask patient for date of last menstrual period  

16. Document if patient is pregnant or breastfeeding  

17. If child < 2 years is presenting with a head injury or history of hydrocephelas, enter head 

circumference, otherwise check N/A  
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18. Enter temperature and check appropriate box for means of obtaining 

19. Enter B/P and check box for right or left extremity 

20. Enter pulse 

21. Enter respirations  

22. Measure and document patients pulse ox 

23. Write in room air (RA) or amount of O2 used 

24. Check interpretation needed:  yes or no 

25. Document, initial pain level, circle pain scale used, write in immediate intervention, check box 

when pain management reviewed with patient or significant other. 

26. Document if vaccines are current for pediatric patients 

27. Enter any allergies and type of reaction or check box patient denies allergies. 

28. Check appropriate box for disposition of medication (if brought to HRMC) 

29. If patient is taking medication at home, complete Med Reconciliation form as per policy. 

30. Document past medical/surgical history or any hospitalizations or check none/denies 

31. Document communication barriers/deficits.  Barriers to learning by checking yes/no box.  If 

patient denies barriers check yes in denies.  No further documentation needed. 

32. Document by checking yes/no box for alcohol use and write in amount per day. 

33. Document by checking yes/no for illicit (street) drug use and write in explanation if yes. 

34. Document by checking yes/no for caffeine intake and document amount daily. 

35. Document by checking yes/no for tobacco use by patient or family member.  Circle patient or 

family member.  Check off type of tobacco and write in amount per day, length of time smoked 

and time of last smoke. 

36. Document name of patient’s primary physician. Check yes/no if patient contacted physician. 

37. Document nursing action in appropriate space.  If x-ray, write in specific area and laterality. 

38. Signature of triage RN 

39. Circle room number patient is brought to 

40. Document time patient brought to room. 

41. Signature of person bringing patient into room 

42. Signature of nurse reviewing page 1 (Admission LPN/RN) 

43. Document date and time of review 

44. If patient is admitted or sent to OR, complete document is patient has had recent exposure to 

communicable disease.  If yes explain. 

45. Document if travel outside US within last 6 months.  If yes, document country. 

46. Check if history or MRSA/VRE.  If yes, explain. 

47. Document last flu vaccine 

48. Document last pneumococal vaccine 

49. Check yes or no for previous blood transfusion and explain 

50. Check if reaction to anesthesia and explain 

51. Check for family history of reaction to anesthesia and explain 

52. Any use of cortisone, prednisone or other steroids used in last two years. 

53. Signature of nurse completing admission section page 2 
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PAGE 2 

54. Review and document by checking boxes, patient teaching done: r/t call bell, unit/room 

environmental, siderail procedure. 

55. Assess and document in check box general appearance  

56. Assess and document in check box or fill in skin assessment 

57. Assess and document in check box patient’s speaks a foreign language, if document language. 

58. Assess and document in check box patient’s gait  

59. Assess and document neuromuscular status including whether rings removed and dominant 

hand if applicable. 

60. Assess and document in check box patient’s pulses. 

61. Assess and document capillary refill if indicated. 

62. Assess and document cardiovascular status in check box. 

63. If patient complains of chest pain, fill in type, location, intensity, radiation, duration and any 

other comments. 

64. Assess and document mental status in check box. 

65. Assess and document neurological status by circling findings and total score 

66. Assess and document pupil size and reaction if applicable 

PAGE 3 

67. Assess and document respiratory status. 

68. Document peak flow, O2 in use or room air (FA), O2 sat if applicable. 

69. Assess and document abdominal status in check box or check not applicable NA 

70. Assess and document GU/GYN status, document foley size of applicable or check NA 

71. Assess and document visual acuity or in both eyes and circle yes or no with corrective lenses if 

applicable. 

72. Assess and document pain assessment for chronic pain. Write in location of pain.  Check type 

of pain and duration: check constant/intermittent.  Intensity: circle appropriate level face as 

stated by patient.  What relieves pain: check box(es) that apply or fill in patient’s statement. 

*Document if patient/family verbalized understanding of pain scale. 

73. Assess and document pain assessment (pain related to this admission).  Write in location of 

pain.  Check box for type of box and duration: check constant/intermittent.  Intensity: circle 

appropriate level face as stated by patient.  What relieves pain: check box(es) that apply or fill 

in patient’s statement. *Document if patient/family verbalized understanding of pain scale. 

74. Document nursing diagnosis specific to patient. 

75. Document plan and implementation of interventions, noting time and initial as indicated. 

76. Ask patient if s/he feels unsafe or abused in the home environment; check box  yes/no.  If yes, 

explain and follow Abuse Policy. (This question is asking if patient is being abused.) 

77. RN to initial 

78. RN’s signature 

79. Assess and document pain, write in time, location, pain level 0-10 scale, intervention, initials. 

80. Reassess and document patient’s response to pain intervention per Policy 8620.034a: write in 

time, pain level 0-10 scale, comments and initials. 
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81. Write in time, medication administered, dose, route and initial each entry.  Write stop time for 

all medications including IV solution therapy. 

 

 PAGE 4 

82. Write vital signs as per reassessment policy and as indicated. 

83. Write in focus entry. 

84. Document using D.A.R. format 

85. Time and initial each entry 

86. Document time PMD called and time responded 

 87. Document if patient is admitted: to floor, to room number and to whom report was given 

88. Write in po and IV intake 

89. Write in urine output, check if patient voiding, if Foley inserted write in initial output upon 

insertion then total urine output. 

90. Document vital signs and pain level upon discharge or transfer 

91. Document discharge time including mode and by whom patient is accompanied. If patient 

leaves against medical advice, check appropriate box. 

92. Document if patient expires and notifications 

93. Document if patient is transferred: to where, method of transport, completion of EMTALA form 

documented. 

94. Document  

95. Write in time private medical doctor called 

96. Write in time private medical doctor responded 

97. If patient elopes, write in time and document in nurses notes pertinent information. 

98. If transferred or admitted document name of person receiving report. 

99. Document name of person receiving patient. 

100. Document discharge instructions given by circling written/verbal, write in name of relationship to 

patient receiving instruction and understanding of instructions. 

101. Document name of nurse/physician giving discharge instructions. 

102. Write in any additional comments/interventions of discharge instructions including Rx given, 

school/work notes given 

103. Initials of RN 

104. Signature of RN 
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